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I vThis invention relates to packing material for 
protecting shipments of elongated fragile articles 
against damage vin transit; ‘ ' ' ' 

pFor the purposes of this application I shall 
discuss my invention in connection with the ship 
ment of glass tubing. 'Such ‘discussion however 
is illustrative and not limiting, since the prin 
ciples of my invention are applicable to the pack 
aging "of a wide variety of elongated fragile arti-' 
cles, such as ?uorescent lighting units, glass rods, 
steel tubes of thin gage, and the like. 
The main object of‘ my invention is to provide 

an inexpensive and convenient-to-use packing 
material for safely packing a number of glass 
tubes, or the like, lengthwise of the shipping case 
in'superimposed layers; ‘ " 

Other objects and advantages will appear as 
this description proceeds. 

In attaining my objects I generally construct 
my packing material as sheets of relatively short 
width as compared with the length of the tubes 
and arrange these sheets in vertical stacks at 
several points spaced along the length of the 
case. The sheets are of such design as to pro 
vide with each other when assembled as a stack, 
layers of superimposed open-ended pockets ex 
tending lengthwise of the case and within which 
portions at least of the tubes are enclosed and 
?rmly gripped. The tubes of one layer are stag 
gered with respect to the tubes in the adjacent 
layers, and all tubes in all layers are spaced apart 
from each other by the material of the sheets.v 
Each tube acts as a key to prevent shifting move 
ment‘ of the sheets of the stack relative to one 
another transversely of the stack and the several 
sheetsof the stack interlockingly engage each 
other to prevent lateral shifting movements of 
the sheets relative to one another longitudinally 
of the stack. ' 

As a result of this construction, the several 
sheets of the stack, and the several layers of 
tubes which are frictionally gripped within the 
sheet pockets, are interlocked as a unitary as 
sembly within the shipping case so that the 
strains encountered in shipment‘ are transmitted 
uniformly over the entire assembly of tubes rath 
er than being concentrated upon individual tubes 
or layers of tubes at localized areas, with result 
ant danger of breaking or cracking the tubes at 
such areas; 
In the accompanying ‘drawings wherein I have 

illustrated a preferred embodiment of my inven 
ion " ' " ' 

‘Fig. 1 is a perspective View, partly broken 
away, of a'conventional shipping carton contain 
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ing a'number-of'glass tubespacked in accord 
ance with my invention. - r » - - 

‘Fig. 2 is a top plan view ofFig. 3. 
' Fig. 3 is an end View, partly in'section, through 
a stack of my sheets, particularly showing how 
the staggered layers of tubes are ?rmly vinter 
locked-to one another as a unitary assembly by 
the -mutual engagement of ‘the sheets ofwthe, 
stack with oneanother, and, " ~ 

' Figs.~ 4> and 5 are ‘perspectivewiews showingv 
the respective faces,’ of one of my packing sheets. 

I have indicated generally at~il?=in Fig. 1 a 
conventional» shipping caseror carton of box 
board or the like, and at H I have indicated a. 
number of glass tubes or other elongated articles 
of fragile material which arewpositioned length. 
wise of the case in superimposed staggered lay 
ers by means of my novel packing sheets I 2. 

Sheets" [2 may be made of. any suitable mate 
rial, but are preferably made of molded, pulp. 
They are arranged one on top of. the other to 
provide at spaced intervals along the length of 
the case several verticalstacks S of interlocked 

, sheets. - [The design of the sheets is such. that 

30 

when assembled as a stack they position the tubes 
lengthwise of .the case in interlocked superim-i 
posed layers with the tubes of one layer staggered 
with respect to the tubes in the layers above and’ 

. below. If desired I may arrange other sheets 13. 
generally. similar to the sheets 12, but omitting ‘ 
the grooves ll hereinafter described, vertically 
of the case at the endwalls thereof, to serve as 
liners orcushioning elements against which the 

Y ends of the .tubes abut (see Fig. 1) . _ 
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Each, sheet I2 is formed on its upper and lower. 
faces (see Figs. 4 and 5) with spaced transversely 
extending rows of upwardly and downwardly pro 
jecting hollow formations l5 and I6 respectively. 
Projections IS on the upper face of ,the sheet 
extenda substantial distanceabove the plane 
of the sheet, and projections I6 on the'lower face 
of the sheet extend a substantial distance below 
the planeof the sheet and are located in the, 
spaces separating the projections l5. _ 

>It will be noted that the opposite longitudinal 
edges llla- and 10b which establish the base plane 
of each sheet merge with and project slightly 
beyond the ends of the upward and downward 
formations a‘ndthus furnish continuous tie bars 
or reinforcements extending from end to end 
of the sheet. ‘These reinforcements serve tohold 
the upward and downward. formations in their 
molded position and shapev and prevent them 
from folding inwardlyyor outwardly like the 
pleats of an accordion. 
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Both sets of projections are substantially co 
extensive in length. Both sets of projections 
likewise have sloping side walls terminating at 
their upper or lower ends, as the case may be, 
in relatively ?at, bearing surfaces. When the 
sheets are superimposed upon one another as ,a 
stack (see Fig. '3), the upward projections 15 
of one sheet register with and bear against the 
downward projections 16 of a superimposed 
sheet, and the downward projections l6 of said 
first-named sheet register with and bear against 
the upward projections l5 of a subjacent sheet. 
Thus there is provided on the upper and lower 

faces of each sheet spaced rows of longitudinally 
extending open-ended half pockets, the half 
pockets at one face of the sheet being offset lat 
erally with respect to those on the opposite face 
or‘ the sheet. J 
On the upper face of the sheet the side walls 

of each half pocket are constituted by the op 
positely disposed side walls of two adjacent up 
ward formations l5 and the bottom wall of each 
half-pocket is constituted by the downward for 
mation ‘It included between said pair of upward 
projections. 
On 'the'lower face of the sheet the side walls 

of each half-pocket are constituted by the op 
positely disposed :side walls of two adjacent 
downward formations i6 and the top wall of 
each half-pocket is constituted ‘by the upward 
formation 1| 5, included between said pair of down 
ward formations. ' 

‘Consequently when the sheets are assembled 
as a stack, the half-pockets on the upper face, 
01' one sheet register with those on the lower 
face of the sheetrnext above in the stack and 
the half-pockets of the lower face ‘of said sheet 
register with those ‘on the upper face of the sheet 
next below ‘in the stack. This provides through 
out the stack superimposed ‘laterally o?set layers - 
of complete open-ended pockets within which the 
tubes are enclosed and spaced from each other 
by the material of the sheets. 
‘The sheets in each stack may be interlocked 

to each other as a ‘unitary assembly in any suit 
able manner. As here shown the top faces of 
the formations [5 are provided with projections 
[8 and the bottom faces of the formations it 
are provided with grooves 11, respectively, which 
mutually interlock with one another when the 
sheets are stacked. 
The overall dimensions of the sheet, trans 

versely of the axis of the tubes is approximately 
equal to the width of the case. The overall 
height of the stack approximately equal to 
the depth of the case. ‘Thus the assemblies .of 
stacked sheets act as a structural reinforcement 
for the four walls of the case :atzspaced intervals 
along the length of the case as well as supporting 
the tubes in spaced relationtto ‘each ‘other and 
to the walls-of the case. 

Preferably, the sheets are provided. at their 
ends with ‘hollow stiffening ribs 19 and‘ 20, re 
spectively. ‘ ' 

Where the tubes are :of vconsiderable length, 
I prefer to employ ‘a stack of sheets near each 
end of the case and one .or :more stacks inter 
mediate of the case 'ends. For shorter ‘tubes, 
fewer stacks :of sheets ‘may be used. 
‘The stacks may eonsistof ‘any desired number 

of sheets ‘and each sheet may have any desired 
' number of pockets, depending upon the :desired 
number of ‘tubes ‘to ‘be packed in the ‘case. 
" Where extra "reinforcement ‘is wanted, two ‘r 
more sheets may be nested within, one another 
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4 
to form the top or bottom sheets of the stack. 
Likewise two or more sheets may be nested within 
one another to form the cushioning members 
13 at the ends of the case. 
The article pockets of my sheet are of such 

dimension that when the glass tubes are placed 
lengthwise therein, the pockets will be forced to, 
deform slightly and frictionally grip the tubes 
before the formations [l5 and I6 of a pair of 
sheets contact each other. Inasmuch as the co 
ef?cient of friction between the molded pulp 
sheets and the glass tubes is relatively high, this 
frictional grip resists to a large extent the tend 
ency of the tubes to slide lengthwise in the 
pockets 

Usually the dimension of the sheet is slightly 
greater than the width of the case so that when 
the stack is assembled in the case there is a fric 
tional grip between the side walls of the case and 
the ends of the sheet. This frictional grip be 
tween the side walls of the case and each stack 
of sheets reduces to the minimum the possibility 
of the pack unit from shifting lengthwise of the 
case. . , 

Inasmuch as the tubes themselves act as look 
ing keys to prevent displacement of the sheets 
transversely of the stack and the tongues 18 and 
grooves l'i act to prevent displacement of the 
sheets longitudinally of the stack, it follows that 
the sheets are interlocked as a rigid assembly in 
which the tubes ‘and sheets. will maintain their 
relative positions with respect to one another 
during transit. 
My design ‘of sheet enables me to obtain liberal. 

space between the’ inside walls of the shipping 
case and the adjacent walls .of the tubes, thus 
providing an extra margin of safety against 
damage should the side walls of the case be. 
crushed ‘or bent inwardly during transit. 
This type of packing is of particular advantage 

when used for shipping .glass tubes or thalike, 
in box-board cartons. Such cartons are appre 
ciably longer than they are wide or deep and 
hence are weak in resistance to torsional strains.‘ 
Where the articles ‘packed in such ‘a carton are 
individually loose, even though provided with in 
dividual packing protection for each article, the 
inability of the carton to resist torsional strains 
causes displacement of the articles relative to one 
another and consequent breakage, whereas my 
packing assembly affords .an extremely rigid re 
inforcement to the walls of the carton which 
tends to resist deflection under torsional strain: 
In my construction the stresses resulting from’ 

the torsional strains are cushioned and trans 
mitted uniformly to all of the tubes within the 
carton instead of being localized and concen 
trated upon any one section of the carton or on 
one or more tubes.‘ In other words my ‘packing 
assembly reliably holds the tubes in spaced rela 
tionship to one another without the necessity of ' 
providing individual packing for-each tube and at 
the same time furnishes a number of strong struc 
tural reinforcements for the carton walls. 
The articles to be packed are shown as tubing 

of cylindrical cross-section but ‘it is obvious that 
articles of other cross-sectional shape may be so 
packed. 
While I have shown and described a preferred _ 

embodiment of my invention, I recognize that 
many minor changes may be made in its design, _ 

All such are , construction, and .method of use. 
to be regarded as within the purview of my inven 

" tion if within the limits of the appended claims. 
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I claim: , 
1. A package comprising a shipping case to 

contain a plurality of elongated, fragile articles, 
a plurality of separator units for support of said 
articles in superimposed layers within the case 
and a plurality of cushioning units for spacing 
the ends of the articles from the end walls of the 
Shipping case, each unit consisting of a'sheet 
having on each face a plurality of spaced hollow 
formations extending respectively upwardly and 
downwardly from the plane of the sheet and con 
stituting crests and valleys providing troughs ex 
tending longitudinally of the sheet on each face 
thereof, the downward formations being located 
in the spaces separating the upward formations, 
and the upward and downward formations of one 
sheet bearing against the downward and upward 
formations respectively of the sheets next above 
and below to form on the respective faces of said 
sheet spaced parallel rows of open-ended half 
pockets which register with the half pockets on 
the adjacent spaces of the sheets next above and 
below to de?ne superimposed layers of complete 
pockets in which the articles are gripped, the 
walls of said pockets being solid and unbroken 
so as to afford continuous protection for the 
elongated, fragile articles placed lengthwise 
therein, the cushioning sheets at the ends of the 
layers of articles being arranged at right angles 
to the articles. 

2. A substantially rectangular unitary pack 
ing sheet of paper pulp molded in the form of 
a series of accordion pleats, said series termi 
nating at one end at the apex of a pleat on one 
side of the sheet and at the other end at the 
apex of a pleat on the opposite side of the sheet, 
the terminal portions of the pleated section be 
ing ribbed to impart stiffness thereto, longitu 
dinal edge portions on each side of the sheet 
extending from one end of the sheet to the other 
along substantially the central plane of the sheet, 
said edge portions being connected to the pleated 
section by portions closing the side edges of the 
pleats from the central plane of the sheet to 
the apex of each pleat, said edge and closing 
portions precluding inward or outward folding 
of the accordion pleats. 

3. A substantially rectangular unitary pack 
ing sheet of paper pulp molded in the form of a 
series of accordion pleats having blunted apexes, 
the apexes on one side of the sheet being de 
pressed to form grooves, the apexes on the other 
side of the sheet being provided with raised por 
tions to provide tongues, said series of accordion 
pleats terminating at one end at the apex of 
a pleat on one side of the sheet and at the 
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6 
other end at the apex of a pleat on the oppo~ 
site side of the sheet, the terminal portions of 
the pleated section being ribbed to impart stiff 
ness thereto, longitudinal edge portions on each 
side of the sheet extending from one end of the 
sheet to the other along substantially the cen 
tral plane of the sheet, said edge portions be 
ing connected to the pleated section by portions 
closing the side edges of the pleats from the 
central plane of the sheet to the apex of each 
pleat, said edge and closing portions preclud 
ing inward or outward folding of the accordion 
pleats. V 

4. In a shipping case for elongated fragile 
articles, in combination, a stack of superimposed 
separator units for support of said articles in 
said case, each unit comprising a sheet of pulp 
molded in the form of a series of accordion pleats 
having apexes, the apexes on one side of the 
sheet having depressed portions to form grooves, 
the apexes on the other side of the sheet having 
raised portions to provide tongues, said series 
of accordion pleats terminating at one end at 
the apex of a pleat on one side of the sheet and 
at the other end at the apex of a pleat on the 
opposite side of the sheet, the terminal portions 
of the pleated section being ribbed to impart 
stiffness thereto, longitudinal adge portions on 
each side of the sheet extending from one end 
of the sheet to the other along substantially the 
central plane of the sheet, said edge portions 
being connected to the pleated section by por 
tions closing the side edges of the pleats from 
the central plane of the sheet to the apex of 
each pleat, said edge and closing portions pre- ' 
eluding inward or outward folding of the ac 
cordion pleats, said sheets being superimposed 
with said pleats extending longitudinally of the 
shipping case and with the tongues of one sheet 
engaging the grooves of the next adjacent sheet, 
whereby relative lateral movement of the sheets 
is prevented and whereby longitudinally extend 
ing, vertically staggered pockets are provided for 
the support of elongated fragile articles to be 
shipped. 

ERNEST L. SHEPARD. 
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